Style transfer aims to transfer arbitrary visual styles to content images. We explore algorithms adapted from two papers that try to solve the problem of style transfer while generalizing on unseen styles or compromised visual quality. Majority of the improvements made focus on optimizing the algorithm for real-time style transfer while adapting to new styles with considerably less resources and constraints. We compare these strategies and compare how they measure up to produce visually appealing images. We explore two approaches to style transfer: neural style transfer with improvements and universal style transfer. We also make a comparison between the different images produced and how they can be qualitatively measured.
Introduction
Given two images, style transfer aims to transfer the style feature representation of one onto the content of the other. Convolutional neural networks have shown to effectively learn lower level representations as well as more abstract features of an image. This means we can use CNNs for style transfer as we can preserve the style feature representations of one image and then apply it to a content image. In this paper, we first define the problem of style transfer, describe the different approaches we explore as well as their advantages and disadvantages, attempt to find evaluation measures for our results, and finally show some qualitative results.
Style Transfer
As discussed above, style transfer is obtained by minimizing a loss function which incorporates the semantic information of the style with the salient features of the content image. We used the VGG-16 model [1] for both neural style transfer and universal style transfer, and either directly optimize the below loss function or to train a feed forward network to approximate the optimization procedure over the two losses, the content loss and the style loss [2] :
Here, I o , I c and I s are the feature maps from the forward pass of the VGG-16 network at certain layers that we define heuristically. The above α and β are scaling weights for the two loss components, where α determines the strength of the Frobenius norm between the content and generated images, and β determines the strength of the Frobenius norm from the feature map correlations derived by the gram matrices (φ) between the style and generated image feature maps.
Here, the Gram Matrix φ can be computed as:
where x is the feature maps of the a provided layer in the VGG-16 network, and φ(x) is proportional to the uncentered covariance of each of the channels C k in that layer, treating each image location as an independent sample.
While this objective function is sufficient, the resultant generated images are particularly noisy due to significant differences between the feature correlations of certain layers. To reduce said grain, we incorporate a regularizer, called Total Variation regularization [3] , which reduces the above problem. It can be defined as:
More details and explanations about total variation regularization can be found in the paper by Aly et al [3] .
Finally, the objective can be defined as the minimization of the linearly scaled sum of the 3 losses described above. The values of the 2 scaling factors (α, β) are obtained from the paper by Johnson et al [4] . For the value of λ, we experimented with several values via grid search, and chose a value of 8.5e-2 which balances the requirement of a crisp image with the noise from a grainy image.
3 Approaches
Neural Style Transfer
Originally, style transfer could be achieved simply by optimizing an image initialized with Gaussian noise and minimizing the above loss function using an optimizer such as L-BFGS or Adam [5] for a few thousand iterations. It was subjectively observed that L-BFGS obtained a much more appealing final output than Adam, although Adam was more memory efficient.
The original style transfer algorithm can be improved by using a variety of techniques discussed by Novak et al [6] . We incorporate a few of the proposed improvements such as utilizing all of the convolution layers of the VGG-16 to compute the overall style loss, use a geometric weighing of the style loss from each of these layers (w
and apply Chained Correlation to determine feature correlations between adjacent layers of the network at the same spatial dimensions ({φ(
When applied to the original style transfer technique, the combination of all of these improvements significantly improves the subjective quality of the generated images.
A significant drawback of style transfer is that the feature correlations obtained from the Gram matrices does not incorporate the color information from the original content image. This causes the generated image to have the color palette of the style image, which might not be realistic or appealing. Work done by Gatys et al. [7] incorporates Color transform, a method of preserving the color statistics from the content image to the generated image. While there exist two techniques, Luminance matching and Histogram matching, we focus primarily on Histogram matching.
We choose this transformation so that the mean and covariance of the RGB values in the new style image S match those of C . Consider µ C and µ S be the mean colors of the content and style image respectively, Σ C and Σ S be the pixel covariances. We then need to choose A and b such that the transform x = Ax + b yields µ S = µ C and Σ S = Σ C , where A is a 3x3 matrix and b is a 3 dimensional vector. Those can be satisfied by the constraints :
While there exist a family of solutions for the above problem, we can quickly find a solution to the above using 3D Color Matching formulations. First, let the eigenvalue decomposition of a covariance matrix be Σ = U ∆U T . Then the matrix square root can be defined as :
Finally, the Histogram color transform can be computed as :
An important extension of style transfer is the ability to mask certain regions where the transfer process should not occur. This problem is discussed in the work done by Chan et al. [8] , which proposes the utilization of binary masks to provide the algorithm with guidance on which aspects of the content image must not be transformed. The binary mask provided is rescaled for each of the layers where the style loss is computed and the result of hadamard product of the mask with all feature maps of that layer is then used to compute the style loss. This technique allows several important extensions to style transfer, such as scaled style transfer (where the magnitude of the mask with values in the range [0, 1] will determine the strength of style loss at a given position), binary masked style transfer (where binary masks determine which of the 2 styles will be applied at a certain position) and even n-ary masked style transfer (where more than 2 styles are disambiguated using pre-determined mask values).
Universal Style Transfer
Universal style transfer performs style transfer by approaching the problem as an image reconstruction process coupled with feature transformation, i.e., whitening and coloring [9] . The authors in the original paper constructed an VGG-19 auto-encoder network for image reconstruction. This network was then fixed and a decoder network trained to invert the VGG-19 features to the original image.
The main difference between Universal Style Transfer and previous approaches is the introduction of the feature transformations: whitening and coloring. Given a pair of content image I c and style image I s , the algorithm first extracts the vectorized VGG-19 feature maps f c ∈ R C×HcWc and f s ∈ R C×HsWs at a certain layer (e.g., Relu_5_1), where H c , W c (H s , W s ) are height and width of the content (style) feature, and C is the number of channels. The decoder then reconstructs the image I c given f c .
Feature Transformations
Whitening Transform. The model first centers f c by subtracting its mean vector m c . Then f c is transformed linearly to remove correlation betweenf cfc T = I. This is given by:
where D c is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix f c f T c ∈ R C×C , and E c is the corresponding orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors, satisfying f c f
Coloring Transform. The same centering operation is done as with Whitening Transform, but is done to the style image. We first center f s by subtracting its mean vector m s , and then carry out coloring transform which is the inverse of whitening to transform f c as before to obtainf cs which has the desired correlations between its feature maps (f csfcs
where D s is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of covariance matrix f s f T s ∈ R C×C , and E s is the corresponding orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors. Finally, we re-center thef cs with mean vector m s of style. When compared to histogram matching, WCT helps transfer the global color of the style image as well as salient visual patterns. After WCT, we blendf cs with content feature map f c before feeding into decoder as:f cs = αf cs + (1 − α)f c , where α serves as the style weight for controlling the transfer effect.
Multi-level coarse-to-fine stylization
Different layers of VGG networks (Relu_X_1) capture different levels of image structure. Higher layers capture more complicated local structures while lower layers capture more low-level information. This is due to the increasing size of receptive field and feature complexity in network hierarchy. Thus, it is more advantageous to use features from all layers instead of just the last layer.
WCT is applied on Relu_5_1 features to obtain a coarse stylized result and it is considered as the new content image to adjust features in the lower level. Experiments clearly show that higher layers capture salient patterns of style and lower levels improve the details. If we go the other way (fine-to-coarse layers), lower level information cannot be preserved.
Evaluation
Evaluating artistic style transfer is difficult. Note that the loss measures defined above for each model is based on the gram matrices, thus making the measurement and reductions in loss very much subjective to that particular image. There is no good quantitative measure to determine the overall effectiveness of a style transfer model. Thus, our primary evaluation will be qualitative and will rely on user's perception of effective style transfer, generally meaning how well the style has been adapted onto the content without overwhelming it.
One other aspect we can compare with other models would be speed and efficiency. How fast can one algorithm produce visually appealing images when compared to other algorithms. This can be a trade-off issue with speed vs quality. This determination needs to be made by the user.
Further, a third aspect for evaluation would be user control: how flexible a method is in adapting a user's particular requirements on the stylization and sizes of images that can be fed to the models and the sizes of the outputs.
Results
The model was trained on the MS-Coco dataset [10] 80K training images with 1 million iterations (12.5 epochs). The total training time was 45 hours for all 5 decoders. The latter two layers took 10 and 22 hours respectively. The model was trained on a Google Cloud Platform instance with 16 Intel Skylake CPUs, 64GB RAM, and one Nvidia P100 GPU. The results of Improved Neural Style Transfer can be observed in Figure 1 .
The above generated images in Figure 1 were up-scaled by a factor of 4 and then de-noised using Gaussian blurring as post-processing to reduce noise from the upscaled images. We can observe that the quality of the generated images is excellent. We reiterate that this quality was obtained by using the improvements suggested by Novak et al [6] .
We now compare the above with the generated images obtained from the Universal Style Transfer, which are generated at 1080p quality in less than 5 seconds each on a single GPU. Since color transfer and mask transfer cannot be obtained during the forward pass, we instead apply them as post-processing steps on the generated 1080p image. The generated images can be compared with the above in Figure 2 .
Conclusion
We learned about style transfer using encoder-decoder networks. We explored the various algorithms and methods tried by previous authors and how they compare. The predominant conclusion that arises is there is a massive trade-off between speed and quality with respect to the generated images. This is clearly seen -the neural style transfer model lets users control every aspect of tuning and training and takes a long time to train per style, but produces images with amazing quality.
The universal style transfer model aims to alleviate some of the disadvantages of neural style transfer by trading off some quality and introducing a general model that does not need to be fine tuned for each style image, can generate images with comparable speed, and produces visually appealing images. Users can also input larger images and get outputs that don't need rescaling or denoising using this model, unlike the neural style transfer model. In the end, there is a huge margin for improvement in this task and much can be explored. 
